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Few studies have shown there is significant relationship between Information Security Culture (ISC) and Information Security Policy (ISP) 
compliance behaviour. However, these findings still could not conclude the actual effect of ISC towards employees’ ISP compliance. There are 
issues of consistency and comprehensiveness of dimensions in representing ISC concept in all previous studies. While these dimensions are different 
from one study to another, there are also some ISC key factors in the ISC literature that are not being included in those studies. A comprehensive and 
more cohesive ISC dimensions that could represent all the key factors of ISC concept should be formulated in order to get more conclusive findings 
on the relationship between ISC and ISP compliance behavior. This paper discusses the formulation process of new comprehensive ISC dimensions 
to represent a holistic concept of ISC. The underlying concepts used in this formulation are based on widely accepted concepts of organizational 
culture and ISC conceptual model to make sure that the new formulated dimensions are supportive to all levels comprised in those concepts. Seven 
new dimensions have been proposed. These dimensions cover most of the ISC key factors in literature. The formulated dimensions also supported by 
previous theoretical and empirical findings from various ISC-related studies. Finally, we have demonstrated that these new comprehensive 
dimensions could be used to represent a holistic concept of ISC to be examined in ISP compliance behavior study.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to increasing number of information security 
threats that caused by behaviour of employees in dealing 
with information assets, many scholars 1-5 have 
recommended practitioners to establish positive 
Information Security Culture (ISC) in guiding employees’ 
security behavior particularly towards adhering to 
Information Security Policy (ISP) in the organization 5,6. 
Security behaviour is a set of core information security 
activities that have to be adhered by end-users to maintain 
information security as defined by ISP 7. 

In general, there are two ways how researchers  
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conceptualized ISC in literature; either by using general 
reflective construct or by using particular dimensions to 
represent ISC concept. By using general construct, the 
findings are too general and in the form of one aspect of 
ISC only.  As for the second way, the use of dimensions 
will produce more specific findings on the guidelines or 
strategies to be used in cultivating ISC. It is because each 
dimension usually representing a distinct aspects of ISC. 
For example, 8 used Top Management Commitment, 
Security Communications and Computer Monitoring as 
three dimensions to represent ISC concept in their study. 
These three dimensions were found to be significant 
dimensions for ISC concept and recommended to be used 
as guidelines in cultivating progressive ISC that could 
improve ISP compliance in the organization.  

A few studies have conceptualized and 
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